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The expansion, in a vacuum, of a collisionless plasma with a front of width A < lor, and A k lor, is 
investigated experimentally. [r, = (Te/47r ne2)'" is the local Debye radius determined by the plasma 
parameters at the crest of the front; n =: 10'-loL0 cm-', Te =: 2-10 eV]. It is shown that as the front moves 
away from the source, the action of the force of the electronic pressure gradient produces on the front a 
continuous acceleration of the ions to velocities much higher than the velocity of ion sound. The electronic 
heat conduction, which supplies energy to the electrons that accelerate the ions, turn out to be much less than 
in the case of a collisionless plasma. The physical aspect of these processes is investigated in detail. 

PACS numbers: 52.30. + r 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Expansion of a col l is ionless  p lasma in a vacuum i s  
one of the important phenomena in p lasma physics. I ts  

effects play a substant ial  role in the accelerat ion of 
charged part ic les  in laboratory and cosmic  p lasma,  in 
the  flow of p lasma out of stars and in laser-mediated 
thermonuclear fusion. Many a s p e c t s  of this  phenomena, 
however, remain  unc lear  to this  day. 

Ion accelerat ion in the expansion of the p lasma in a 
vacuum w a s  observed in many experiments ,  s ta r t ing  
with Tanberg 's  1930 work' (see, e. g . ,  Refs. 2-4). 
An explanation for  this  effect,  on the b a s i s  of the  mech- 
a n i s m  of ambipolar  ion accelerat ion by e lec t rons ,  was  
proposed by Plyutto. A m o r e  r igorous t reatment  of 

the problem of expansion of a collisionless plasma in 
a vacuum, assuming  a constant e lectron temperature 
T,,, w a s  c a r r i e d  out by A.V. Gurevich et al.' One of 
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the conclusions of their work was that some of the ions 
can be accelerated by the produced electric field, to 
velocities u of the order of the electron thermal velo- 
city v ,,. This result was subsequently confirmed hy 
a numerical computer solution of an analogous prob- 
lem, with allowance for the violation of the quasinen- 
trality on a front of the expanding plasma: In labora- 
tory experiments on the spreading of a plasma in vacu- 
um, the maximum registered velocities of the accele- 
rated ions amounted to several times the speed of ion 
s~und '"~ (c, = J m ) ,  namely u- = (2-3)c,, with 
~,,=m,&/2 z (2 .O-4.5)Teo. Since the ion velocity 
must increase continuously with increasing distance 
between the front and the source.' the results of the ex- 
periments should be regarded as too low, since 1) the 
velocity measured there was averaged over the length 
from the source to the observation point7"'10'11. , 2) the 
maximum distance to the observation point was small 
and did not exceed 20-40 cm?-lo In a number of stud- 
ies8 ~11 the underestimate of u, was due also to the fact 
that the operating time of the source was comparable 
with o r  less  than the time of flight of the ion from the 
source to the observation point. Ion acceleration to 
velocities u>>cd was first  observed in Ref. 12. It 
turned out that as a result of the development of the in- 
stability the electron thermal conductivity, which sup- 
plies energy to the electrons that accelerate the ions, 
is much less than it should be in the case of a colli- 
sionless plasma. 

In the present paper, which is a continuation of Ref. 
12, we study the physical laws that govern the expan- 
sion of a tenuous plasma in a vacuum. Principal atten- 
tion is paid to the study of the leading front of the plas- 
ma. 

11. DIAGNOSTICS APPARATUS AND METHODS 

The experiments were performed in a cylindrical va- 
cuum chamber (length 200 cm, diameter 60 cm) evacuat- 
ed to 5 x 10% Torr,  in one end of which was located a 
plasma source 1 (see Fig. I).'~ The plasma was pro- 
duced in the source by ionizing pulse-fed gas (argon1)) in 
the gaps (4-15 mm) between the coils 4 and the housing 15, 
and its parameters were no = (108-10'0) cm-3 and Teo 
= (2-10) eV. The plasma density no a t  the point of its 
production (near the coils) increased during the time 
t = 5-10 psec after the start  of operation of the source, 
after which it remained constant for several hundred 
microseconds. The electron temperature Teo hardly 
changed a t  t 2 0.5-1.0 psec. The plasma flowed out 
of the region near the coils a s  a single stream uniform 
over the source cross  section. The width of the lead- 
ing front of the flux at the exit from the source 1 (Ox 
= 3 cm) was 0.5-15 cm, depending on the discharge 
conditions. The electron and ion mean free paths with 
respect to collisions with neutral atoms was 210' cm. 
The distance along the x axis was reckoned from the 
end of the source, The duration of the source opera- 
tion, determined by the duration at of the voltage pulse 
accelerating the electrons from the coils to the anode 
(housing), was in most experiments -3 msec, i. e.  , 
much longer than the time of flight of the plasma over 

vacuum 

FIG. 1. Diagram of experimental setup: 1 and 2-plasma 
sources, 3-pulsed valve, 4-incandescent cathode, 5-hous- 
ing of source 1, 6-plasma front, 7-Langmuir probes, 8- 
metallic plate covering half the chamber section, 9-multigrid 
electron analyzer. 

the length of the chamber. The source was also oper- 
ated a t  small At = 15-20 psec << 7. 

The plasma was expanded in the vacuum both a s  it 
flowed out of the source along the x axis of the cham- 
ber ,  and a s  it flowed around a metallic plate 8 under a 
floating potential, placed a t  a distance x = 49 cm and 
covering half the chamber cross section. In this case 
we investigated the plasma of flow established behind 
the plate at -150-200 psec after the s tar t  of operation 
of the source, with parameters n0=1O7-5 x 10' cm-', 
Teo=4-8 eV, and Ms=uo/cs=2.0-2.5. 

On the second flange of the chamber was located a 
source 2 similar to that used in Ref. 15. It was used 
in the experiments on "plasma in plasma" expansion to 
produce a plasma stream of lower density, n, < no, 
moving towards the source 1 and having near it the pa- 
rameters n, = lo6-5 x lo7 ~ m - ~ ,  re, = 4-8 eV, and Tel/ 
Ti, ~ 2 - 4 .  

The measurements of the ion density, the electron 
temperature, the plasma potential, as well a s  the velo- 
city of the plasma front were made by a cylindrical 
Langmuir probe 7 (length 10 cm, diameter 0.05 cm), 
movable along the chamber axis. l6 In individual con- 
trol  experiments, when sufficiently narrow fronts with 
a 5 1-2 cm were registered, the spatial resolution was 
improved by using, a s  a flat probe with entrance aper- 
ture 20-30 mm, a multigrid analyzer with registration 
based on a microchannel plate (MCP). This analyzer 
was used to measure the ion energy on the front of the 
expanding plasma. l7 

The plasma motion along the y axis in the case of flow 
around a plate was investigated by three cylindrical 
Langmuir probes 7, movable along the radius of the 
chamber. The positions of these probes relative to the 
plate were respectively xol = 1,O-1.5 cm, xo2 = 3-4 cm, 
x,, = 5.5-7.5 cm. The time resolution of the probes 7, 

(without allowance for the plasma-probe transition lay- 
e r )  were determined hy the load resistance and by the 
parasitic capacitance of the conducting cable and varied 
in different experiments from 1.5 psec to lo-' psec. 
Measurement of the electron temperature in the front 
and in the rea r  regions of the plasma stream were made 
with an electron multigrid analyzer 9 with energy re -  
solution go. 5 eV. 
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FIG. 2. Time dependences of the ion density of a plasma ex- 
panding i n  a vacuum at various distances x from the source: 
a-A 2 lor,, b - A  < lor, (top-voltage on the source at At = 3 
p set). 

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The time dependences of the ion density ni = n  of the 
plasma escaping from the source 1 into the vacuum, 
a t  different distances x ,  for cases when the front width 
i s  A >  lor, and A< lor,, a r e  shown in Fig. 2a and 2b 
respectively [r,= (</4nne2)'/2 is  the local Debye ra- 
dius determined by the values of n and 7; at the crest  
of the front]. Sequences of such oscillograms make 
it possible to determine the front velocity u a s  a func- 
tion of x (Fig. 3b) and the front width2' A(n) (Fig. 4), 
and to plot the spatial distributions of n in various 
successive instants of time (Fig. 5). 

As the plasma moves away from the source, the den- 
sity n a t  the crest  of the front decreases noticeably 
(see Fig. 5) [ T ~  changes relatively little in this case 
(Fig. 3a)]. Consequently r, increases and, according- 
ly, the ratio A/Y, decreases. At sufficiently large 
values of n, such that A/?-,> 10, A is  practically in- 
dependent of n, i. e. , the plasma expands in the vacuum 
along x a t  a constant (within *15%) front width A (Figs. 
5a and 4a). In Fig. 5b, the condition ~ / r ,  > 10 is satis- 
fied only near the point where the plasma i s  produced 
( x <  -2 cm). At a distance x >  -2 cm, A becomes less 
than lor, and varies approximately like l/n1l2 with 
further motion [Fig. 5b (curves 2,3), Fig. 4bS']. This 

FIG. 3. Change in the front of the expanding plasma with 
changing distance x : a-of the electron temperature Te (0) and 
of the plasma potential (~p,  (e); b-of the ion velocity u . 

FIG. 4. Dependence of the width A of the plasma front on the 
local density n : a-A 2 lor,, b-A < lor, the dashed curve 
corresponds to -n-1/2. 

is accompanied by a phenomenon similar to dispersion, 
namely the appearance of density oscillations lagging 
the front, with characteristic wavelength -X, = 2ar,. In 
the course of motion, the ion velocity on the front in- 
creases continuously with increasing x (Fig. 3b). (The 
values of u on Fig. 3b, marked by black circles, a re  
obtained by measuring the energy of the ions with the 
multigrid analyzer with a registration system using a 
microchannel plate. ) As shown earlier ,'2 an increase 
in velocity was observed up to the maximum value 
x, = 150 cm a t  which registration of the channel ni was 
still possible. The velocities of the ions accelerated 
on x, =I50 cm were u 2 15c,,, corresponding to E 
2 100Teo. As seen from Fig. 6, the electron distribu- 
tion function fe(Ee) was nearly Maxwellian in this case 
not only in the principal region of the velocities, but 
also a t  E, 2 10Te (E, i s  the electron energy). Measure- 
ment of fe(E) a t  E >: 10Te was limited hy the sensitivity 
of the multigrid electron analyzer. l7 

Acceleration of the ions by electrons along x i s  ac-  
companied by an increase in the negative plasma poten- 
tial cpp, (Fig. 3a). If the electrons have a nearly Boltz- 
mann distribution, n -n,exp(ecp,,/ Te) then cp,, i s  con- 
nected with the change of n along x (at Te =const) by the 
relat ion5 

(pprz-T. In ( n h ) .  (1) 

Estimating for the instant of time t - 10 psec (Fig. 5b) 
the change of the potential between the points x =  -2 cm 
(n = 2 . l o 8  ~ m - ~ )  and x = 8 cm (n = 1.3 .lo1 cm") a t  Te - 6 eV, we find that App, - -16 eV, in satisfactory 

FIG. 5. Spatial distributions of the ion density ni of a plasma 
expanding in a vacuum with a front of width A d l O r D  (a) and 
A < lor,, @) at various instants of time: a-t a 12 p sec (I), 
t % 2lpsec (2); b-t 5.6 psec (I), t - 7.6 psec (2), t % 10 psec 
(3). 
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I,,rel. un.' 

FIG. 6. Dependence of the electron current in a multigrid 
electron analyzer on the voltage on the "decelerating" grid. 
x=10 cm, n=4x108 ~ m - ~ ,  and Te=6 eV. 

agreement with the measured Aqpl 1-13 eV (Fig. 3a). 

Under the stationary boundary conditions n,(t) zconst 
(in our case this is  valid a t  t 2 10 psec) the expected 
dependence of the density n on the time t is1" 

n-t-'. (2 1 

Under experimental conditions, a relation close to (2) 
i s  satisfied a t  t > 10 psec for the front, where the 
quasineutrality i s  violated (A < lor,) (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 
12), for  a quasineutral front ( ~ 3  lor,, Fig. 5a), and 
for other sections of the distribution n(x) (e. g., x = O- 
5 cm, Fig. 5a). At t < 10 psec [no(t)+ const] the n(t) 
dependence differs from (2) (Fig. 5b). 

The construction of source 1 (Fig. 1) did not permit 
measurements to be made closer than -5 cm from the 
point of plasma production. Therefore the initial stage 
of the plasma expansion (x< -4 cm) was investigated 
with the plasma flowing around a metallic plate 8 (Fig. 
1). The experimental geometry was nearly planar, and 
the boundary conditions were quasistationary [n,(t) 
=const during the time of observation]. 

The spatial distributions of the ion density a t  various 
distances xoj from the plate (behind the plate) for A 
< lor, a r e  shown in Fig. 7 [here A i s  the width of the 
plasma front moving along y (along the radius)]. Inas- 
much a s  the plasma-flow parameters along the axis of 
the chamber, remain practically unchanged on the seg- 
ment of length x,, between the plate and the far  probe, 
the pictures of the distributions n with respect to y in 
different sections along x a r e  equivalent to the n pro- 
files of a plasma moving along y a t  successive instants 
of time: toj =xoj/uo the velocity of the front along y, 
measured between the i-th and the j-th probes, i s  con- 
nected with u, by the relation uij =uoyij/xij, where yi, 
i s  the displacement of the front along y when the flow 
negotiates along x the distance xi, between probes i and 
j .  

In both cases, A < lor, and A 2 lor,, during the initial 
stage of expansion along y (x,, = 1 cm), the widths of the 
fronts a r e  A-  ( ~ T ~ , / ~ ~ ) ' ~ ~ X , , / U ~ ~  cm (Fig. 7), i. e., 
they a r e  determined by the thermal scatter of the plas- 
ma ions prior to the start  of i ts  expansion in the va- 

FIG. 7. Initial stage of expansion of a plasma in vacuum in  
flow around a plate. Dependence of the ion density ni on the 
distance y for different positions xpj relative to the plate and 
for different no at T o m  4 eV: a-no=2 x 10' cm", zM = 1.5 cm 
(a), xo2=5.5 cm (0); b-no=4x108 cm-', xoi=1.5 cm (0). xo2 
=4 cm (o), xm = 7.5 cm (0). 

cuum. With further motion of the front along y, just 
as in the previously considered case of a plasma escap- 
ing into vacuum from the source 1, the width of the 
front either does not change with distance if A 3  lor, 
(Fig. 4a), o r  increases approximately like n-'/2 if 
A < lor, (Fig. 4b), 

According to Ref. 6, in the case of cold ions and 
constant Te, it follows from the Poisson equation and 
from the requirement that the potential cp,, and its deri- 
vative dq9,/dy be continuous in the front a t  a l l  y ,  that 

(3) 

The width of the front a t  the initial instant a t  t =  0 and 
y = 0 is obtained by substituting in (1) the values cp, ,  
= -Teo/e and n-,=n0eq1. From this we get 

AmrD. (4) 

Since Te i s  constant when the front moves, it follows 
that A - n-'I2. Under the experimental conditions, since 
T,,#O, the width of the front A a t  y = O  i s  determined by 
the thermal scatter of the ions. However, with accel- 
eration of the front of the plasma that moves into the 
vacuum, the longitudinal (along u) effective ion tempera- 
ture in the fronts should decrease rapidly. This ex- 
plains apparently why the fronts with A 2 lor, propagate 
in the vacuum with almost constant A, while the fronts 
with A - r, < lor, vary with distance like t ~ - ' / ~ ,  owing to 
the violation of the quasineutrality in the front. 

We now compare the experimental results of the study 
of the flow of the plasma out of source 1 and around the 
plate, with the results of calculations6 of the dynamics 
of expansion, in vacuum, of a plane boundary of a col- 
lisionless plasma with Ti, = 0 at  constant T,. To this 
end we consider the dependence of M, = u(~,/m, 
on ooit. Here woi - (4moe2/mi)''2, t is  the time in which 
the plasma front covers the distance y(x) from the start  
of the motion y =O,x=O. 

Curves b and c on Fig. 8 correspond to fronts with 
A< lor, and A 2 lor,, observed in flow around a plate 
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FIG. 8. Dependence of the velocity of the plasma front moving 
in vacuum on the time : a-calculation,6 b - rD$  A< lor,, 
c,d-A . 2 1 0 ~ ~ .  

(see Fig. 61, curve d corresponds to the front of a plas- 
ma with A > lorD, flowing along x from the source 1, and 
a i s  the calculated curve. To plot curve d we used the 
data of Figs. 2b and 5b. The density no a t  different in- 
stants of time a t  the point of plasma production near 
the coils (equivalent to x = -8 cm) was obtained by ex- 
trapolating the straight dash-dot curve of Fig. 5b, with 
allowance for the change of density with time which 
takes place a t  t < 10 psec . 

It follows from Fig. 8 that the fastest growth of M ,  
with time (distance) corresponds to the calculated curve 
with Tio=O. Allowance for Ti, leads to a decrease of 
M,. l9  This i s  apparently one of the reasons why the ex- 
perimental curve b for A = r, lies lower than the curve 
a. The larger the width A of the front, the slower the 
increase of its velocity with time (distance) (curves c 
and d lie lower than b on Fig. 8). The reason for this 
can be understood from the following estimate. At Ti, 
<< Teo and Te =const the force accelerating the ions in a 
plane plasma front moving in vacuum i s  the gradient of 
the electron pressure. Then the acceleration a is  given 

z = 1 is  the charge of the ion in our case. 

Integrating (5) we obtain 

Estimates of u and a by formulas (5) and (6) agree in 
order of magnitude with the experimental values. It 
follows from (5) that the observed decrease of the ac- 
celeration with increasing x (the slope of the curve of 
Fig. 3b) i s  connected principally with the increase of 
A(%). Under the conditions of our experiment, during 
the initial stage of the expansion of the plasma into va- 
cuum, near y = O  the velocity u ( O ) - ( 2 ~ ~ d r n ~ ) ~ ~ ~ = v ~ ~ ~ .  
Since Ti, 2 1-2 eV, we have already a t  distances cor- 
responding to woit 2 50, a value u >>vTio (Fig. 8d) and 
expression (6) takes the simpler form 

FIG. 9. The dependence of the plasma-front velocity, nor- 
malized to the velocity of the ion sound in argon csA, = (TO/ 
miA,)1'2, on the ion mass normalized to the hydrogen mp, at 
the exit from the source (x = 3 cm, Tea= 4 eV, A = 6-8 cm). 

The function u - ( ~ d r n ~ ) " ~  i s  obtained also from cal- 
~ l a t i o n s , ~  inasmuch a s  the quantity plotted in Fig. 8a 
is  the velocity u normalized to ( ~ , . ~ / r n ~ ) ~ / ~ .  

Figures 9 and 10 show respectively experimental plots 
of the normalized velocity M ,  A, = u ( ~ ~ , / r n ~  against 
the ion mass rn,/m, (we used H',He+,Ar',Kr') and of 
the velocity u against Teo for Ar', measured a t  a dis- 
tance equivalent to woit = 50-80. The curves in Fig. 9 
and 10 a r e  respectively plots of -l/rn:/' and -(TeO)'l2. 

The foregoing outlines the following qualitative pic- 
ture of the expansion of a collisionless non-isothermal 
(T,,> Ti,) plasma in a vacuum. 

The s tar t  of the motion of the plasma boundary into 
the vacuum takes place a t  a velocity -v Tie. Since the 
thermal velocity of the electrons vTeo>> vTi0, the elec- 
trons, leading the ions by -r,, drag the ions behind 
them by means of the action of the electric field. The 
force that causes the acceleration of the ions in the 
front i s  the electron-pressure gradient. Giving up 
thermal energy to the ions in this process, the elec- 
trons should cool down. Therefore continuous acceler- 
ation of the ions along the entire path x from the source 
is possible only in the presence of a constant influx 
of electronic heat from the source to the front. This 
means primarily that the duration At of the operation of 
the source should be longer than the time 7 of travel of 
the plasma over the observed length. In the experi- 
ments described above this condition was satisfied. 

Figure 11 shows the dependence of u on x for the case 

FIG. 10. Dependence of the velocity of the plasma front at the 
exit from the source ( x  = 3 cm) on the electron temperature 
T,,,: o-A = (3-4) cm, o-A= (6-7) cm, .-A= 10 cm. 
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gistered in the frequency band 5 x 1 0 % ~  5 f 2 6 x107 
Hz, and the low-frequency (LF) oscillations J - C  woi/2n 
in the band lo5 Hz Gf G5 x lo6 Hz. 

The time dependences of the HF and L F  oscillations 
Ie in the corresponding amplitude-frequency spectra 
G(f) were obtained by computer reduction of the oscill- 
ograms using the formulaz0 

FIG. 11. Dependence of the plasma-front velocity on the dis- G u )  -2 j [ j l.(t)Te(t+r)dt r--"Tdr. 
tance x at the short time of source operation At a 15-20 psec. o o 1 
of a short duration of the source operation At=  (15-20) 
psec. It is seen that the acceleration of the ions a s  
they move takes place in a time -x,/u, = 20 psec, i. e .  , 
i t  is  comparable with the operating time of the source. 
At x > x, the expansion of the plasma with the source 
turned off takes place a t  practically constant velocity. 

Measurements of the electron temperature in the front 
and during the following instants of time behind the 
front a t  various distances from the source have shown 
that Te decreases with increasing x a t  At >> 7, and this 
decrease exceeds by more than one order of magnitude 
the decrease of Te due to the cooling of the electrons a s  
a result of collisions with a moving front.13 This means 
that the electronic thermal conductivity, which ensures 
the electronic heat flow q from the source to the front, 
is substantially higher than it should be in the case of 
a collisionless plasma. 

The complete spectrum (with allowance for the L F  and 
HF oscillations) constitutes two ,maxima greatly separ- 
ted in frequency, one near fl - (+-l)w,,/217 (w,, 
='dm) and the other a t  f, - (1-3)(wOi + ku)/217, 
where (woi + ku) i s  the frequency of the ion Langmuir 
oscillations with allowance for their dragging by the 
plasma flow. 

The wavelength of the oscillations with the largest 
amplitude was estimated from simultaneous measure- 
ments by two probes with variable distance between - 
them. It i s  seen from Fig. 13 that a t  x =  040 cm a 
change of phase by n takes place when the distance be- 
tween the probes becomes 3-4 cm, corresponding to 
A =  6-8 cm- 2nr, (Figs. 13a1 and 13az). At x =  15 cm 
the wavelengthis X = 2-3 cm - 2nr, (Figs. 13b1 and 
13b,). It follows therefore that the plasma oscillations 
(electron and ion Langmuir oscillations) a r e  primarily 
excited, and the ion-sound oscillations have the smaller 

To determine the reason for this, measurements amplitudes. 
were made of the ion density of the expanding plasma 
a t  various distances x with a Langmuir probe and with 
an improved time resolution ~ , = 0 . 0 1  psec [in a l l  the 
preceding measurements, r, -RLC,  = (0.5-2.0) psec, 
where RL is the load resistance and C,  i s  the capaci- 
tance of the supply cable]. These measurements have 
shown that with increasing distance from the source in 
the region of the front and behind the front, the level of 
electrostatic oscillations of the density increases. 

The oscillations of the electron current I, were ob- 
served with a cylindrical Langmuir probe using the c i r -  
cuits shown in Fig. 12. The probe voltage V,= +9 V 
exceeded the plasma potential cp,, by (0-3)Te. All the 
measurements were made a t  an instant t =  100 psec 
after the start  of the source operation. The high-fre- 
quency (HF) oscillations (wOi/2n<< f 5 w d 2 n )  were re -  

FIG. 12. Measurement circuits: a-high frequency oscilla- 
tions (5x lo6 Hz5 f 2 6x  10' Hz):  1-Langmuir probe, 2- 
cable, 3-matched divider, 4-amplifier; b-low-frequency 
oscillations (lo5 Hz> f 2 5x lo6 Hz): R i a  (75-300) 0 ,  RL 
a (18-24) kS2, C, (200-300) pF, Ciz2.0 pF, C2= (270-300) 
pF, V = + 9  V ,  Ri=75 0. 

P T  

We note that the amplitude-frequency spectrum mea- 
sured with the Langmuir probe reflects correctly the 
true spectrum of oscillations only a t  1) lo5 2 f 5 woi/2n 
and 2) w0,/2r << f 2 wOe/2n. The reason i s  that in the 
f i rs t  case the time resolution of the layer next to the 
sound, determined by the inertia of the ions, is  r,, 
- l/woi while in the second r,, i s  determined by the in- 
ertia of the electrons and amounts to -l/w,. At w,/ 
217 < f<< wd217, the inertia of the ions should distort the 
true spectrum of the oscillations. 

The possible causes of the buildup of oscillations can 
be the following. 

1. The deviation of the distribution function of the 
electron velocity from Maxwellian. " 

FIG. 13. Time dependences of the low-frequency oscillations, 
obtained simultaneously by Langmuir probes located at dif- 
ferent distances x i  and x2  from the source: at) x i  =zz =45 cm, 
a2) -xi =45 cm, x2=42 cm; bi) xl  =x2= 15 cm, b2) xi = 15 cm, , 
x 2 =  16 cm the distance along y between probes i s  0.5 cm. 
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FIG. 14. Comparison of the dependences of the plasma front 
velocity u on the distance x in the case of expansion: a-in a 
vacuum, b-in a plasma (Team 7 eV). 

2. The presence of electron beams from the source. 

3. The disequilibrium of the electron energy distri- 
bution function f,(E) a s  a result of the weak electron- 
temperature gradient along x ,  which appear s because 
of the finite rate of transport of the electronic heat 
along x. In the quasicollision case, this instability was 
considered theoretically in Refs. 22 and 23. 

As seen from Fig. 6, the distribution function is close 
to Maxwellian a t  a probe electron current that changes 
by almost four orders  of magnitude. This makes it pos- 
sible to exclude to some degree the causes 1 and 2, and 
to regard a s  the most probable cause of the buildup of 
instability to be the third, connected with the disequili- 
brium of fe(E,). 4,  The presence of random oscilla- 
tions, which is equivalent to effective collisions, i s  the 
probable cause of the decrease of the electronic thermal 
conductivity (and correspondingly of the decrease of Te 
a s  a function of x ) ,  observed in the experiments. 

When a collisionless plasma of density n a t  the cres t  
of the front was expanded in a plasma of lower density 
n, < n produced by source 2 (Fig. I),  we observed a 
collective interaction of the two plasmas, manifesting 
itself in the following: 

a )  An increase of the level of electrostatic oscilla- 
tions of the density n, in the front and behind the front, 
with characteristic frequency swOi/2n, and a simul- 
taneous transformation of the front. 

b) Deceleration of the front compared with its velo- 
city into vacuum, Fig. 14. 

The distance x a t  which the collisionless slowing 
down of the front comes into play was determined by 
the relation n, 2 n/10. The most probable cause of 
these effects, taking the character of the observed ran- 
dom oscillations into account, can be assumed to be the 
buildup of ion-ion instability due to the relative motion 
of the plasma streams, analogous to that observed in 
Ref. 24. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Expansion of a collisionless plasma in vacuum 
takes place with a front whose width A, depending on 
the local parameters (T,, Ti, n), can be r, 2 A < lor, 
or A  2 lor,. At A  2 lor, the width of the front hardly 
varies with distance, within the limits of experimental 
error .  At A <  lor,, owing to violation of the quasi- 
neutrality, A  varies with distance approximately like 
n-1/2. 

2. The force that accelerates the ions on the plasma 
front in the course of expansion in vacuum is the grad- 
ient of the electron pressure. Consequently, the plas- 
ma velocity a s  i t  emerges from the source increases 
in proportion to (~ , , /m, )"~  and decreases with increas- 
ing A. At A 2 r,, the initial expansion stage agrees 
satisfactorily with a ca lcu la t ion~er fo rmed  for the plan- 
ar case a t  Te= const. 

3. The increase of the front velocity with the source 
in operation takes place continuously on the entire path 
of the source motion. At large distances from the 
source ( x =  150 cm) the value of u can reach 215c,,, 
corresponding to an energy E 100 T,,. After the 
source is turned off, the plasma front continues to move 
a t  constant velocity. 

4. The electronic heat conduction, which supplies 
energy to the electrons that accelerate the ions, is  
much smaller,  owing to the development of instability, 
than i t  should be in the case of a collisionless plasma, 

5. When a plasma front with density n expands in a 
background plasma with density n, < n, a collisionless 
deceleration of the front is  observed and is apparently 
connected with development of ion-stability. 

The authors aTe grateful to D. D. Ryutov, A. V. Gure- 
vish, B. N. Breizman, and E. V. Mishin for a discus- 
sion of the results, and to N.V. Astrakhantsev for help 
with the reduction of the oscillograms of the oscilla- 
tions. 

l)1n the investigation of the dependence of u on the ion mass we 
used hydrogen, helium, argon, and krypton. 

2 ) ~  was defined as double the width of the front at its half- 
height (see Fig. 2). 

3)The cylindrical Langmuir probe used to measure ni yields 
A,,, - (6-7) rD. The flat Langmuir probe used for the ion 
current registered A,,, = (3-6) r ~ .  

4 ) ~ n  certain operating regimes of the source, f, ( E )  has a 
doubly Maxwellian form. In these cases, the first cause can 
play a definite role in the buildup of the oscillations. 
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Coherent scattering of Mossbauer y radiation in magnetically ordered birefringent crystals is theoretically 
considered. It is shown that Miissbauer scattering by such crystals has a number of features that distinguish it 
from the case when there is no birefringence of the y quanta in the crystal. Analytic expressions that describe 
the intensity and the polarization characteristics of the scattering are obtained for the case of strong 
birefringence, and their connection with the details of the magnetic structure of the crystal and with the 
magnitude of the birefringence is analyzed. It is shown that in this case the coefficient of reflection of the y 
quanta from the crystal, as a function of the incidence angle, of the orientation of the magnetic fields at the 
nuclei, and of the energy of the y quanta assumes in this case a complicated (multihump) form. The possibility 
of experimentally investigating these effects in a-Fe,O, and FeBO, crystals are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 76.80. + y, 78.20.Fm 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of the diffraction of resonant y radiation by 
crystals is now branching out into an autonomous re- 
search trend, and progresses vigorously both theoret- 
ically and experimentally.' A number of interesting 
properties of Mbssbauer diffraction is observed under 
conditions of hyperfine splitting of a Miissbauer line in 
a In particular, theoretical investigations 
of the diffraction of Mijssbauer y quanta by perfect 
magnetically ordered crystals have revealed peculiari- 
ties in Mbssbauer dynamic scattering, viz., compli- 
cated polarization properties of the scattered radia- 
tion'' and magnetic Pendollosung beats." 

This paper deals with Mbssbauer scattering of y ra- 
diation by magnetically ordered crystals having strong 

the experimental point of view and lend themselves to 
an analytic description. 

SYSTEM OF BASIC EQUATIONS 

We consider the scattering of resonant y radiation by 
a crystal in the form of a plane-parallel plate, contain- 
ing M6ssbauer nuclei, with the Bragg condition satis- 
fied or nearly so. The y-radiation field in the crystal 
is obtained by solving Maxwell's equations, which in 
the two-wave approximation can be represented in the 
form 

birefringence. It is shown that the intensity and po- 
larization of the diffracted radiation has a complicated where E1,E2,yl,y2 are  the amplitudes and direction 
dependence on the energy of the quanta, on the orien- cosines of the incident and diffracted waves relative 

tation of the magnetic fields a t  the nuclei, and on the to the normal to the surface, x is the wave vector of 

angle of incidence of the radiation on the This the radiation in vacuum, z is the coordinate along the 

dependence is connected with the birefringence of the normal to the sample surface, 1 is a unit matrix of 

y quanta in the crystal and i s  due to the possibility of second order, F,, is an operator that describes the 

varying the birefringence by changing the beam energy scattering, by the unit cell of the crystal, of a wave 
with wave vector k, into a wave with wave vector k,. 

or  the orientations of the magnetic fields. The elements of this operator a re  the scattering am- 
The scattering of Mbssbauer radiation is considered plitudes ?:, where the superscripts s, s'= 1 ,2  desig- 

in detail in the case of thin (kinematic limit) and thick nate the polarizations of the waves in the primary and 
(dynamic theory) perfect crystals, and a detailed anal- secondary directions; the explicit forms of the opera- 
ysis is presented of situations that a re  of interest from tors a re  given in Ref. 10. The wave vectors h0 and 
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